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ABSTRACT
The role of accretion in heating a stalled bounce shock in a core-collapse supernova is investigated.
We show that e†ective accretional heating causes an asymmetric expansion of the shock, sufficient to
impart a net impulse of D300È400 km s~1 to the neutron core. To simplify the analysis, we consider a
failed accretion shock. Below such a shock, inward advection is faster than neutrino heating and the
usual gain criterion does not suffice to determine a successful explosion. A mechanism that enhances
buoyancy and inhibits mixing between hot and cold postshock Ñuid elements is required to revive the
shock. We focus on the response of a magnetic Ðeld to the accretion Ñow. Ram heating and shearing of
a low-density, magnetized Ñuid phase (““M-Ñuid ÏÏ) is shown to be faster than neutrino cooling. The long
duration of the accretion Ñow compared with the dynamical time allows for a large ampliÐcation of the
magnetic energy. We calculate the stability of a spherical shock in the presence of a low-density hydro-
static atmosphere below it and show that below a critical atmospheric density the shock is unstable to a
global Rayleigh-Taylor mode. We then calculate the equilibrium structure of this Rayleigh-Taylor plume
as it accumulates energy and the critical size beyond which quasi-static expansion is no longer possible
and its outer boundary converts to a running shock. Accretion continues while the shock expands, and
an energy of D1051 ergs is a direct consequence of the efficiency of ram heating close to the neutron
core. The linear momentum imparted to the core is directly related to the mass proÐle of the precollapse
core and explains the proper motions of (most) radio pulsars. We also estimate the net circulation
imparted to the last 0.1È0.2 of collapsing material, which appears sufficient to torque the core downM
_to a spin period of 1È100 ms. The e†ect of photodissociation on the shock jump conditions is calculated,
and the implications for nucleosynthesis of iron peak elements are considered. Finally, the residual mag-
netic Ðeld advected out into the eventual supernova remnant is compared with the Ðeld generated by a
rapidly spinning neutron star.
Subject headings : accretion, accretion disks È shock waves È stars : magnetic Ðelds È
stars : neutron È supernovae : general
1. INTRODUCTION
The mechanism that powers the explosion of a massive
starÈa supernova of Type II or IbcÈhas not yet been fully
captured. The release of gravitational binding energy
through the formation of a neutron star is ultimately
responsible (Baade & Zwicky 1934). Several suggestions
have been made over the years as to how D0.3% of this
energy is converted into kinetic energy, and it is clear that
more than one of these may, at some level, be important.
The collapse of the starÏs core upon the depletion of nuclear
fuel creates a bounce shock that propagates outward
(Colgate & Johnson 1960), but the shock appears to lose
energy to nuclear dissociation and neutrino cooling before
it can blow o† the outermost layers of the star (e.g.,
Mazurek, Cooperstein, & Kahana 1982). A stalled shock
could be revived by neutrino radiation from the cooling
neutron core, which heats the material directly behind the
shock (Colgate & White 1966 ; Bethe & Wilson 1985).
Various authors have speculated about rotation : for
detailed calculations, see especially the pioneering work of
Leblanc & Wilson (1970), as well as Janka & Monchmeyer
(1989), MacFadyen & Woosley (1999), and Khokhlov et al.
(1999). The rotational energy must, however, be Ðne-tuned :
if the neutron star is born spinning more rapidly than PD 5
ms, it will overenergize the surrounding nebula (Duncan &
Thompson 1992, hereafter DT92).
Neutrino heating of a thin mass shell just interior to the
stalled shock induces a successful explosion in some
numerical simulations (Bethe & Wilson 1985 ; Wilson &
Mayle 1993 ; Burrows, Hayes, & Fryxell 1995, hereafter
BHF; Janka & 1996, hereafter JM96) but not inMu ller
others (Mezzacappa et al. 1998, hereafter M98). The success
or failure of the shock appears to depend sensitively on
on the radius at which the shock stalls (which, in turn,L le,l6 e,depends on the mass of the precollapse core and the equa-
tion of state above nuclear density), and on the e†ects of
general relativity. Although successful explosions have been
obtained for relatively low-mass cores and high someL le,l6 e,models with high result in failures (M98). The efficacyL le,l6 eof neutrino heating may be enhanced by convection
(Epstein 1979), both inside the neutrinosphere (by increas-
ing the energy Ñux and temperature of the emerging neu-
trinos : Burrows 1987 ; Wilson & Mayle 1993 ; Keil, Janka,
& 1996, hereafter KJM) and in between the neutrin-Mu ller
osphere and the shock (Herant, Benz, & Colgate 1992 ;
Miller, Wilson, & Mayle 1993 ; BHF; JM96). A cogent argu-
ment linking the success of the shock to convection,
however, has not yet been given.
The incompleteness in our understanding of core-
collapse supernovae is highlighted by two well-known
observational facts : many young neutron stars are rapidly
rotating s) and rapidly translating(PnsD 0.01È0.1(V D 250È450 km s~1 ; Lyne & Lorimer 1994 ; Hansen &
Phinney 1997 ; Cordes & Cherno† 1998 ; Fryer, Burrows, &
Benz 1998). The associated kinetic energies are ErotDms)~2 ergs and 1048(V /300 km s~1)2 ergs,1050(Pns,initial/10respectively. The rotation and kicks have been variously
ascribed to large-scale convective motions, or asymmetries
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in neutrino radiation, but only as a secondary consequence
of the supernova mechanism. In scenarios where rotation
actually drives the explosion, a convincing explanation for
rapid rotation in the precollapse core has yet to be given. It
would be more appealing to Ðnd a supernova mechanism
that leads directly to large kicks.
The sensitivity to parameters in the numerical simula-
tions combined with the absence of a convincing analytical
prescription for the breakout of the supernova shock, and
the absence of a convincing mechanism for neutron star
kicks, leads us to consider whether some key physics has
not yet been incorporated into numerical simulations. It
was noted several years ago that a very strong, small-scale
magnetic Ðeld (BD 1015 G) is probably present in the vicin-
ity of the neutrinosphere (Thompson & Duncan 1993, here-
after TD93). Reconnected magnetic Ðelds provide an
efficient source of pressure support because the energy
deposited in the Ðeld is not readily converted back to neu-
trinos (C. Thompson & N. W. Murray 2000, in
preparation). The origin of this magnetic Ðeld was ascribed
to a violent and persistent convective instability inside the
neutrinosphere. Both mixing length arguments (Burrows
1987 ; TD93) and explicit radiation-hydrodynamical simu-
lations (KJM) suggest that the convective velocities
approach 1È3 ] 108 cm s~1. However, reconnection must
release a much larger fraction of the bolometric output of
the supernova core than it appears to(emagD 0.003È0.01)accomplish in the nonthermal atmosphere of the Sun (the
chromosphere of which radiates only D10~4 of the bolo-
metric output).
In this paper, we go on to identify a second strong insta-
bility, involving rapid accretion onto a newly formed
neutron core, which pumps energy into a buoyant, magne-
tized Ñuid in the vicinity of a stalled accretion shock. This
ampliÐcation mechanism relies on an almost unique pro-
perty of a supernova core : the rapid, quasi-spherical accre-
tion that deposits a dense atmosphere outside the
neutrinosphere during the Ðrst stages of the collapse. In this
picture, the magnetic Ðeld has two key roles : it maintains
the buoyancy of a component of the Ñow and, at the same
time, it prevents complete mixing of hot and cold Ñuid
below the shock. Given a fallback rate of D0.3 s~1, aM
_total energy input to the shock of D1051 ergs in the Ðrst few
tenths of a second after bounce appears plausible. An
attractive feature of this heating mechanism is that the
buoyancy force acting on the magnetized Ñuid (the ““M-
Ñuid ÏÏ) is greatly reduced when the shock succeeds, accre-
tion is followed by a neutrino-driven wind, and the
hydrostatic pressure outside the neutrinosphere drops
below the magnetic pressure. This feedback suggests that
enough energy is injected to blow o† the outer layers of the
star, but not too much more.
To simplify the calculations, we focus on the case where
the neutrinos have failed to revive the bounce shock. The
fallback rate increases rapidly with the mass of the progeni-
tor star, suggesting that neutrino heating is ine†ective
above some critical mass (Woosley & Weaver 1995, here-
after WW95). We present some simple analytical arguments
explaining why neutrino heating will not revive the shock
after a quasi-steady accretion Ñow onto the neutron core is
established. The derived accretion Ñow is consistent with
asymptotic behavior seen in the simulations of M98, after
the shock begins to fall back toward the neutron core. A
““ gain region ÏÏ (where neutrino heating overcomes cooling ;
Bethe 1990) persists below the shock ; but the timescale for
neutrino heating is longer than the time for material to Ñow
inward. In this situation, neutrino heating is too slow to
impede the subsonic accretion Ñow below the shock, as long
as the gain region is well mixed. We go on to show that a
buildup of entropy and magnetic pressure below the shock
triggers a large-scale Rayleigh-Taylor mode that both ener-
gizes the supernova shock and imparts asymmetries near
the rarefaction wave that are directly responsible for both
pulsar rotation and kicks. Very rapid initial rotation of the
neutron star ms) becomes a plausible after-(PnsD 1È100e†ect of the collapse, giving further impetus to models that
associate very strong magnetism (B[ 1014 G) with rapid
initial rotation (DT92) and require a birthrate of D1È
3 ] 10~3 per year of such objects (Kulkarni et al. 1994 ;
Kouveliotou et al. 1998 ; Thompson et al. 1999).
These considerations may also be applicable to super-
nova cores in which neutrino heating is an important source
of energy for the shock. It is possible that, in some circum-
stances, accretional heating and neutrino heating are com-
petitive. Analytical treatments of the buildup of energy
below a successful, neutrino-heated shock (e.g., Bethe 1997)
generally assume a long residency time. The corresponding
numerical simulations appear to justify this assumption :
neutrino heating revives the shock before a steady accretion
Ñow onto the neutron core is established. Nonetheless, a
more precise understanding of the limiting e†ect of inward
advection on neutrino heating is needed to deÐne the initial
conditions that produce a successful neutrino-heated shock.
Any neutron core that acquires a centrifugally supported
torus will release considerably more rotational energy than
does a hydrostatically supported star of equal angular
momentum. For that reason, an energetic jet is a plausible
consequence of any asymmetry that leads to the formation
of a torus ; rapid rotation of the pre-supernova core is not
an obvious prerequisite. This raises the possibility that
some supernovae that give birth to radio pulsars emit ener-
getic jets during the Ðrst minutes of the explosion. Nonethe-
less, a (smaller) fraction of supernova cores can be expected
to rotate rapidly before they collapse. For example, a Type
Ib/c supernova the progenitor of which corotates with a
close binary companion is guaranteed to retain the neces-
sary angular momentum (Thompson 1994 ; Nakamura
1998). Directed energy output from a rapidly rotating
supernova core has been simulated recently by MacFadyen
& Woosley (1999) and Khokhlov et al. (1999), with a focus
on the possible connection with some (intrinsically faint)
c-ray burst sources.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In ° 2 we calculate the
properties of the accretion Ñow below a failed shock, includ-
ing the e†ects of photodissociation, neutrino heating and
cooling, and convection. Section 3 treats the response of a
low-density M-Ñuid to the combined e†ects of the accretion
ram and heating by core neutrinos and considers the possi-
bility of a convective dynamo outside the neutrinosphere. In
° 4, we argue that the accumulation of energy in the M-Ñuid
results in an asymmetric and quasi-static Rayleigh-Taylor
expansion of the shock through the accretion Ñow. We
quantify the conditions necessary for such an expansion
and the equilibrium shape of the shock. A shock energy of
D1051 ergs follows directly from the heating rate near the
neutron core. The implications of this asymmetric expan-
sion for pulsar proper motions and rotation are analyzed in
° 5. Two further observational tests are presented in ° 6 : the
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inÑuence of the shock heating mechanism on explosive
nucleosynthesis of iron peak elements and the strength of
the magnetic Ðeld advected out in the supernova ejecta.
2. NEUTRINO HEATING BELOW A STALLED SHOCK
We Ðrst consider the structure of the Ñow surrounding a
shock that has not been revived by neutrinos and has col-
lapsed to km. The range of pre-supernova coreRshD 100masses and compositions that lead to successful neutrino
heating is not presently known, so we will simply param-
eterize the density proÐle of the core. We Ðnd that a
reduction in the shock radius (caused, e.g., by the e†ects of
relativistic gravity ; De Nisco, Bruenn, & Mezzacappa 1998)
shortens the neutrino cooling time behind the shock not
only in absolute value, but also relative to the Ñow time and
to the time for heating by core neutrinos. This suggests that
a smaller shock leads to weaker neutrino heating.
2.1. A Shock Stalled at Small Radius
Consider a stationary shock at radius in a sphericalRshaccretion Ñow. The accretion rate declinesM0 \ 4nR2oV
slowly on the dynamical time Most of the(Rsh3 /2GMcore)1@2.pressure in the postshock Ñow is provided by radiation and
eB pairs when sits inside D100 km and lies belowRsh M0
D1 s~1. Furthermore, photodissocation into neutronsM
_and protons behind the shock1 is immediate and complete
since the thermal energy absorbed per infalling nucleon (8.8










at this small a radius. The jump conditions across the accre-
























o1 V 13[ eo1 V1 . (3)
Here 1 labels the Ñow just upstream of the shock, 2 just
below the shock, and e is the energy absorbed by photo-
dissociation (per unit mass). The equation of mass conserva-
tion is as usual.o2 V2 \o1 V1,Because the energy density in radiation and pairs is a
strong function of we may treat the nucleon pressureT2,postshock as a perturbation to the total pressure. We deÐne
the e†ective dissociation energy






where is the postshock temperature calculated neglect-T 2*ing the nucleon pressure. The negative sign on the right side
of equation (4) arises because photodissociation and the
nucleon pressure have opposing e†ects on the shock com-
pression. Photodissociation increases the compression by
removing thermal energy from the Ñow; whereas the com-
pression decreases as nonrelativistic particles (nucleons)
contribute a larger fraction of the postshock pressure. The
1 We assume that the electron fraction is conserved through theY
eshock.
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. (5)
The postshock enthalpy is dominated by relativistic par-
ticles until e@ approaches Except in that limit, the post-12V 12.shock temperature is Ðxed by the upstream ram and is not

















o1 V 12 . (6)
Close to the core, the accretion Ñow will have accelerated
close to the free-fall speed (Yahil & Lattimer 1982), so that
























and (in the limit e@ ] 0)














Our assumption that the electrons behind the shock are































Recall that the approximate boundary between the degen-
erate and nondegenerate regimes is To check ourk
e
/T D n.
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2.2. Competition between Neutrino Heating and Inward
Advection
Absorption of electron neutrinos by free neutrons depos-













MeV neutron~1 s~1 (13)
(Bethe & Wilson 1985).2 The dependence on the mean
square electron neutrino energy originates in the weakSele2Tinteraction cross section. The expression for proton heating
is obtained by replacing and(l6
e
] p ] n] e`) L le Sele2Twith and Here for isotropic emission at theL l6 e Sel6 e2T. f^ 14l-sphere, increasing to f\ 1 farther out where the neutrinos
free stream. The net heating rate caused by absorption of














Heating of free nucleons is compensated by cooling
caused by the inverse process of electron (positron) capture,
e~] p ] l
e
] n (e` ] n ] l6
e
] p),
Q0 eN 4 Q0
e~`p?le`n ] Q0 e``n?l6 e`p
\ 1.4] 1036o12 T MeV6 (Yp ] Yn) MeV cm~3 s~1 , (15)












We deÐne the convenient dimensionless parameter











When matter accretes at a rate as large as M0 D 10~1È1
s~1, postshock neutrino cooling is dominated by pairM
_capture on nucleons (eq. [15]) rather than by neutrino pair
emission for which(e` ] e~] l ] l6 ),
Q0 eB \ 8 ] 1030T MeV9 MeV cm~3 s~1 (18)
near T D 3 MeV (Schinder et al. 1987). In general,
Q0 eB
Q0 eN
























2 We focus in this paper on the part of the supernova that is optically
thin to neutrinos and are not concerned with how the position of the
l-sphere varies with neutrino type.
This contrasts with the neutrino-cooled accretion models of
Houck & Chevalier (1991) and Brown (1995), in which
s~1 and cooling is dominated by pair emis-M0 [ 10~4 M
_sion.
The importance of heating by the core neutrinos, relative
to direct cooling of the postshock material (by eB capture),
can be determined by comparing the postshock tem-

















Heating dominates cooling where Equation (21)T 2* \ Teq.is consistent with the 15 collapse model of M98, inM
_which the shock failed but a narrow gain region was none-
theless present below it. Substituting the appropriate
parameters and km forM0 D 0.3 M
_
, L le 52 \ 4, Rsh\ 120a postcollapse time t \ 0.3 s, we deduce T 2*/Teq ^0.9f 1@6\ 1. More generally, equation (21) has the inter-
esting implication that cooling overcomes heating at higher
accretion rates (as expected in the cores of more massive
progenitor stars).
This dominance of neutrino heating over cooling has
been argued by Bethe & Wilson (1985) and Bethe (1997) to
cause an energetic explosion. However, a convincing analy-
tic prescription for the success of the shock has yet to be
given. The ““ gain ÏÏ criterion, as applied to core-collapse
simulations, generally presupposes that the material accr-
eted through the shock remains in the gain region long
enough to be heated substantially by the core neutrinos.
The numerical simulations of Wilson & Mayle (1993) and
JM96 Ðnd both a successful shock and a substantial dwel-
ling time of the accreted material. Some recent simulations
of M98 Ðnd neither. The following considerations do not
directly address the critical, transient phase in core-collapse
simulations where the failure or success of the shock is
determined. However, they agree well with the asymptotic
behavior of the postshock Ñow in the simulations of M98
and so can be applied to a situation where neutrino heating
has failed to revive the shock. They also highlight the fact
that strong neutrino-driven convection continues even if the
bounce shock should turn into an accretion shock.
Let us compare the time for core neutrinos to increase the





with the time for the same material to Ñow across one pres-
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Heating by the core neutrinos is not fast enough to stall the
accretion Ñow. Convective stresses below the shock are like-
wise smaller than the thermal pressure (° 2.3). It will also
turn out to be important that direct cooling by the accreted





















As the accreted material Ñows downward past the gain
region, both neutrino heating and cooling rates increase.
The layer immediately below the shock is very nearly























when R^ 7. The relation in equation (27) breaks down
when the postshock Ñuid contains two phases, one of which
has a low density and dominates the volume (° 4.4).
Further inside the shock, the cooling time decreases as
By contrast, the heating timeqcooleN P T ~2o~1P R5.decreases only as and the dynamical timeqheatlN PR2remains approximately constant, TheR/V PoR3/M0 D R0.
base of this adiabatic Ñow (radius is identiÐed with theRcool)outer boundary of the neutron starÏs atmosphere, within
which the electrons become degenerate and rapid electron
captures induce a sharp positive gradient (Wilson &dY
e
/dR
Mayle 1993 ; JM96; M98). Thus, the equilibrium stando†
distance of the shock from the center of the neutron core is



















2.3. Convection Outside the Neutrinosphere
Material that passes through a failed shock Ñows inward
faster than it can be heated by the core neutrinos or cooled
by eB capture (eqs. [24] and [25]). As a result, the Ñow is
nearly adiabatic in the absence of neutrino heating and is
susceptible to a convective instability driven by a limited
amount of heating outside the gain radius.3 Thus, the role
of neutrino heating in smoothing out the entropy proÐle
has perhaps been overemphasized. Nonetheless, convection
3 At large and small neutrino heating is slower than cooling justM0 Rsh ,below the shock, and a gain radius cannot be deÐned (eq. [16]).
does reduce the magnitude of the entropy gradient below
the level that would be produced by direct neutrino cooling
acting alone on the accretion Ñow.










The pressure and sound speedP2^ o1 V 12 cs22 ^ 4P2/3o2below the shock can be used to calculate the Mach number
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As the shock expands, convective stresses contribute less to
the pressure support below the shock.
3. ACCRETION-DRIVEN MAGNETIC HEATING
E†ective heating of the layer below the accretion shock
requires (1) a mechanism to maintain the buoyancy of
heated material and (2) a mechanism to prevent convective
mixing of low-density, high-entropy material with the accre-
tion Ñow. These two requirements are, of course, closely
related. Our central argument is that both requirements can
be satisÐed by allowing a portion of the postshock Ñuid to
be strongly magnetized. The combined e†ect of the accre-
tion ram and absorption of core neutrinos is to heat this
low-density component while simultaneously stretching the
magnetic Ðeld. This section begins with a brief discussion of
the response of a magnetic Ðeld to the convective motions in
the supernova core, including some new comments on the
role of convection outside the l-sphere. We then show that
direct neutrino cooling is too slow to compensate ram
heating except at very high and that ram heating isM0
typically a few times stronger than direct neutrino heating.
This heating mechanism is, in some sense, the inverse of the
heat engine envisaged by Herant et al. (1992). The heavy,
infalling material passes through the accretion shock
without gaining enough energy from neutrinos to be
expelled ; but in the process, its gravitational binding energy
is (partly) transferred to a second, higher entropy com-
ponent that drives the shock.
3.1. AmpliÐcation of Magnetic Fields by Convection
The supernova core is subject to a violent convective
instability below the shock, energized by the free-streaming
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core neutrinos (Bethe 1990 ; Herant et al. 1992 ; Miller et al.
1993 ; JM96; M98), and a distinct instability inside the
l-sphere, driven by di†usive neutrino cooling (Burrows
1987 ; TD93 ; KJM). We brieÑy review the response of a
magnetic Ðeld to these convective motions.
Even though the rotation of the gain region is likely to be
slow, the convection motions there can amplify a magnetic
Ðeld to enormous strengths. The argument is based on a
direct phenomenological scaling rather than purely theoreti-
cal considerations and directly parallels that given in TD93.
One observes in the convective envelope of the Sun a small-
scale (““ intranetwork ÏÏ) component of the magnetic Ðeld,






D 0.1 . (33)
This Ðeld is present even at solar minimum, when it is dis-
tributed almost uniformly across the solar disk (Murray
1992). It has been conjectured to be the consequence of a
stochastic, nonhelical dynamo that builds up magnetic Ñux
on the scale of an individual convective cell (TD93 ; Durney,
de Young, & Roxburgh 1993). Such a dynamo would
operate almost independently of the global solar dynamo
that manifests itself at the surface in the form of sunspot
activity and the dipolar magnetic Ðeld.4 Some theoretical
support for this conjecture comes from models of dynamo
action in mirror symmetric turbulence (Ruzmaikin &
Sokolo† 1981 ; Meneguzzi & Pouquet 1989).
It is now straightforward to estimate the equipartition
magnetic Ðeld in the gain region. From equations (32) and
(33),





















This Ðeld will be maintained in the gain region, against the
downward Ñow, by buoyancy forces and neutrino heating
(C. Thompson & N. W. Murray, 2000, in preparation). For
comparison, the equipartition magnetic Ðeld in the convec-
tive region (of radius inside the l-sphere is (DT92)Rcon)










Here is the luminosity in all three Ñavors of neutrinosL land antineutrinos. Although the magnetic Ðeld is weaker in
the postshock layer, the density is also much lower there.
After allowing for compression of the accreting material up
4 The two dynamos are not, of course, entirely independent : the global
dynamo feeds magnetic Ñux into the convection zone. However, one infers
from the time variation of solar p-mode frequencies with solar cycle that
the proportionality between magnetic and turbulent stresses is maintained
down to least six pressure scale heights below the photosphere (Goldreich
et al. 1991). This strongly indicates a local ampliÐcation mechanism that
leads to a dynamical balance between the two stresses.
to nuclear matter density, the two convective layers are
expected to yield magnetic Ðelds of comparable strength (C.
Thompson & N. W. Murray, 2000, in preparation).
3.2. Simultaneous Ram and Neutrino Heating
Consider a bubble of magnetized ÑuidÈor M-Ñuid for
shortÈof density situated near the accretion shock. Theo





















relative to the (inward) accretion ram force caused by the
ambient Ñow of density o and speed At high ReynoldsV
R
.
number, Just outside the shock, the accretion speedC
D
^ 1.
is and equation (36) implies that the ramV
R
2 ^ 2GMcore/Rsh,force is the stronger by a factor D(a/R)~1. Inside the shock,
drops by a factor DR~1, and the relative strength ofV
Rthe buoyancy force increases by DR2. The bubble will
remain pinned below the shock unless (or until) it is large
enough to impede the accretion Ñow over a solid angle
*)D (a/R)2 Z 1.
The shock adjacent to the bubble must be oblique to
allow the Ñow to pass around the bubble (Fig. 1). Balancing









below the shock. This speed can be expressed approx-
imately in terms of the inclination angle h between the





FIG. 1.ÈThe buoyancy force pins a bubble of low-density M-Ñuid near
the accretion shock. The corrugation of the shock adjusts to give enough
downward postshock ram to balance the buoyancy force. The magnetic
Ðeld is strongly ampliÐed by the shear Ñow near the bubble boundary.
Magnetized Ñuid that is advected downward becomes strongly buoyant in
the hydrostatic atmosphere below the bubble, where the accretion speed
decreases rapidly.
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when sin h ? 1/R. (Here R is the compression ratio across a









As the bubble is compressible, the turbulent pressure in
its interior approaches (e.g., Batchelor 1970). Theseo
M
V 22turbulent motions su†er negligible radiative damping on a















for a bubble of nondegenerate e`[ e~ plasma. Nonethe-
less, e†ective dissipation does result from a cascade to high
wavenumber, where the wave motions are damped directly
by Compton drag (Thompson & Blaes 1998).
The equilibrium temperature in the bubble is obtained by
balancing the heating rate over the cross-D12CD(na2)o2 V 23sectional area of the bubble, against cooling throughout its
volume. The density is assumed to be high enough that
cooling is dominated by eB capture. Setting
o2 V2\ (R sin h)o1 V1 (41)














The equilibrium temperature is, from equation (15),














This result depends only on the density of the bubble rela-
tive to the accretion Ñow because both heating and cooling
rates are proportional to density. At this equilibrium tem-
























The right-hand side is generally larger than unity. Because
cannot exceed the postshock pressure, ramP
eB
] Pcheating causes the bubble to expand against the ambient
pressure.
It is useful to know the fraction of the gravitational
potential energy, liberated at the accretion shock, that is
















assuming that the buoyant bubbles cover a large fraction of
the area of the shock. A characteristic scale for individual




eram ^ 0.1(R sin h) . (46)





















In numerical simulations of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities
in highly conducting Ñuids, the magnetic Ðeld is strongly
ampliÐed in the shear layer separating the high- and low-
density phases (Jun, Norman, & Stone 1995). This suggests
the dynamo mechanism illustrated in Figure 1. The Ñow
speed Ðrst increases rapidly with radial distance below the
oblique shock as the shocked Ñuid accelerates toward the
free-fall velocity (at a large density contrast Theo2/oM).magnetic Ðeld entrained in these elongated downÑows is
strongly sheared and stretched. However, below the layer of
M-Ñuid, these downÑows must decelerate to a speed
appropriate for a spherical shock. As aV1/R^ (1/10)(V1)result, the buoyancy force acting on the magnetized Ñuid in
the shear layer increases by D10È100 relative to the down-
ward ram force (eq. [37]). The increasing buoyancy of the
M-Ñuid allows it to rise vertically and accumulate in the
bubble interior. This circulatory motion recycles the mag-
netic Ðeld through the shear layer and, we conjecture,

















that is comparable to the incident ram pressure.
Finally, let us compare the rate of neutrino heating of the
M-Ñuid with the rate of ram heating (eq. [47]). Normalizing
the M-Ñuid density to the postshock density (eq. [8]),o


























The ram heating rate (eq. [47]) is typically a few times
larger. The reduction in density needed to prolong the accu-
mulation of magnetic energy below the shock has the nega-
tive consequence of suppressing direct neutrino heating.
However, the net heating rate approachest(E0 ram ] E0 lN)1051 ergs. The total energy released to the supernova shock
is considered in the next section.
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4. ACCRETIONAL HEATING AND ASYMMETRIC
EXPANSION OF THE SHOCK
We now examine the e†ectiveness of accretion in heating
the supernova shock through the formation of a bubble of
low-density Ñuid below the shock. Because buoyancy forces
are induced by infall through the gravitational Ðeld of the
neutron core, the expansion of the bubble will initially be
quasi-static. We show that a spherical accretion shock
overlying such a bubble is subject to a global Rayleigh-
Taylor mode, which allows its expansion to proceed aniso-
tropically while accretion continues. This means that the
energy of the supernova shock is set by the efficiency of
accretional heating in the central core. We derive the equi-
librium shape of an aspherical shock bounding a low-
density, hydrostatic atmosphere and comment on the
stability of this solution.
4.1. Basic Energetic Requirements
There are two basic energy scales in the problem: the
energy released at the stalled accretion shock and the
energy that must be expended to reverse the accretion Ñow
and push the shock to inÐnity. In the present model, the two
scales are distinct and simultaneously relevant. An asym-
metric and quasi-static expansion of the shock allows accre-
tion to continue from the part of the core diametrically
opposite to the expanding plume. Accretion will continue
(on the dynamical timescale) even after enough energy is
accumulated to unbind the stellar mantle, and the shock
begins to run outward. Given a density proÐle
o0(R0)^M/R03 (50)
in the precollapse core, this hysteresis in the rate of



















From this perspective, an asymptotic shock energy of
D1051 ergs reÑects both the efficiency of conversion of
gravitational binding energy to magnetic energy near the
l-sphere and the density proÐle of the precollapse core.
Let us compare this energy with the minimum needed to
push the shock to inÐnity. The material just exterior to the
shock falls with ram pressure (eq. [7]). The Ñow speedo1 V 12vanishes just below the shock (in the frame of the collapsed
core) when the postshock pressure is increased by
*P\ (c] 3)(c[ 1)
2(c] 1) [o1 V 12](Rsh) (52)
over the value for a stationary shock (Bruenn 1993). This
pressure increase allows the shock to move outward. Here c
is the adiabatic index, c^ 4/3 in the low-density M-Ñuid
below the shock.
The accretion ram decreases with time even for a failed
shock. The collapse time from initial radius to theR0central neutron core is given by sincet ^ 2(R03/2GMcore)1@2,in the outer parts of the collapse is about one-half of theV
R
free-fall speed (Yahil & Lattimer 1982). This implies



















At an enclosed mass of 1.75 the mass parameter MM
_
,
ranges from 3 ] 1031 g for a 11 progenitor to D1032 gM
_for a 25È35 progenitor (WW95).M
_Substituting equation (53) for in equation (7) for theM0
accretion ram, shows that the total energy input increases













at a Ðxed time t following core bounce. The energy required
to get a stalled shock moving outward through the accre-
tion Ñow does not, in general, suffice to push the shock to
inÐnity. When the shock succeeds in some numerical simu-
lations (e.g., Wilson & Mayle 1993 ; BHF; JM96), it gener-
ally does so by acquiring an excess of energy above the
critical value in equation (54). Thus, a minimal estimate of
the total energy input is obtained by setting equal to theRshradius of the rarefaction wave that marks the outerR
Rboundary of the collapsing core. The sound speed exterior
to the rarefaction wave can be deduced from the equation of

































































The gravitational binding energy released by the infalling
material increases with time, just as the binding energy in
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need be expended to push the outer shock to inÐnity. The
actual efficiency of ram heating (eq. [45]) is estimated to be
higher than this minimum value.
The binding energy, measured at the cut between accret-
ed and ejected mass, tends to be larger in the heavier pro-
genitors (WW95). This trend is compensated by an increase
in the rate of accretional heating, which is also proportional
to M. As a result, the explosion energy may in fact increase
with progenitor mass. Failure of the supernova remains a
possibility if the central neutron core has collected enough
mass to collapse to a black hole before the outer shock
succeeds (see Brown & Bethe 1994).
4.2. Conditions for Quasi-static and Asymmetric Expansion
of an Accretion Shock
The accretion Ñow through a failed shock onto the
neutron core has several distinct properties that should be
summarized before proceeding further. Unlike most astro-
physical accretion Ñows, which are channeled through a
centrifugally supported disk, it is essentially spherical
during its Ðrst stages ; a low-density component of the Ñow
has no easy path of escape. In contrast with accretion onto
a protostar, the Ñow is optically thin to the dominant
carrier of radiative energy (neutrinos). As a result, a buoyant
component of the Ñow cools more slowly than it is heated
by the incident accretion ram (° 3.2). Accretion onto the
neutron core continues for D100 dynamical times
(Rsh3 /2GMcore)1@2\ 0.002(Rsh/100 km)1@2(Mcore/1.4 M_)~1@2s. This allows the secular accumulation of energy below the
shock.
It is also instructive to contrast this situation with hierar-
chical clustering in an expanding universe. An isolated mass
concentration such as a galaxy or galaxy cluster grows
rapidly for a much smaller number of dynamical times
before being subsumed into a larger structure. Accretion of
hot gas onto the outer parts of a virialized cluster proceeds
adiabatically, which forces the accretion shock to expand
with the growing cluster. During this expansion, a magnetic
Ðeld ampliÐed by shear stresses near the shock can be
expected to accumulate an approximately constant fraction
of the internal energy in the region below the shock. As a
result, the accretional energy is spread over a progressively
larger volume. The situation in a supernova core is quite
di†erent : the failed bounce shock remains almost stationary
as the accretion Ñow continues over many dynamical times.
It is this combination of sustained, spherical accretion and
slow cooling in the vicinity of the shock that, we conjecture,
allows the secular accumulation of energy in a low-density,
magnetized Ñuid.
We should emphasize that this process is self-regulating
because the heating rate is directly proportional to the acc-
retion rate onto the central neutron core. In the neutrino-
heated shock modelÈand other models in which the central
energy source is partly or wholly decoupled from the accre-
tion ÑowÈthe shock moves outward too rapidly for low
harmonic Rayleigh-Taylor modes to develop (Chevalier &
Klein 1978 ; Goodman 1990).
Now let us consider the transport of low-density, magne-
tized Ñuid (M-Ñuid) from the vicinity of the accretion shock
out to the rarefaction wave that bounds the central collaps-
ing core. An individual bubble of M-Ñuid is contained by
the accretion ram until its angular cross section grows to
(eq. [36]). The outward motion of a such a large*)
M
D 1
bubble will deform the accretion Ñow. Rapid heating by the
accretion ram requires that the accretion Ñow continue
unimpeded in one hemisphere, i.e., that the bubble expand
anisotropically and quasi-statically. The internal pressure





Such a quasi-static expansion is possible aso1(RM)V 12(RM).long as the energy injected into the bubble over the dynami-
cal time is less than, or comparable to, its(R
M
3 /2GMcore)1@2total internal energy E
M
\ 13RM3 *)M(3PM) P RM1@2.To make this comparison, we must Ðrst account for the
e†ects of adiabatic expansion. The energy increment of*E











Uncompensated adiabatic losses in a bubble with adiabatic





work done by the expanding bubble on the accretion Ñow.
Some of this energy will be returned : for example, the
expanding magnetic Ðeld in the bubble is sheared and
tangled by its interaction with denser Rayleigh-Taylor
plumes of accreting material Ñowing through the edges and
interior of the bubble. As long as the bubble expands quasi-
























For example, if the compensated adia-dE
M
/dt \ 12dE0/dtbatic losses are half the uncompensated value We(d
M
\ 12).conclude that adiabatic losses are not likely to cut the
heating efficiency by a large factor.



















^o1(RM)V 12(RM)RM3 *)M . (66)
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Beyond this radius, the expansion velocity of the plume
becomes comparable to its internal sound speed, and the
shock that bounds it begins to run outward and sideways.
The net e†ect is an explosion o†set a distance fromD12Rexpthe neutron core.
E†ective seeding of the M-Ñuid below the shock requires
a Ðnite magnetic Ðeld. An underdense parcel of Ñuid is
advected downward from the accretion shock if it is smaller
than a/RDR~2 (eq. [36]). The required seed Ðeld is easily
provided by the strongly convective layers in the gain
region below the shock and in the central neutron core.
Estimates of the equilibrium magnetic Ðelds in each of these
regions are given by equations (34) and (35).
4.3. Stability of a Spherical Accretion Shock
The expansion of a low-density bubble through a super-
sonic accretion Ñow can be approached self-consistently in
the following way. Consider a spherically symmetric shock
overlying a shell of low-density Ñuid, which in turn overlies
the neutron core (Fig. 2). The sound speed in the low-
density shell is assumed to be high enough that its pressure
is essentially constant. Now consider a slow, nonradialP
Mperturbation of the accretion shock that preserves the
volume and internal energy of the shell, e.g., dRsh(h) \Where the shock moves outward (n/2dRsh,0 cos h.[ h [ 0), the accretion ram drops below and cannotP
M
resist further expansion of the shock. Conversely, the accre-
tion ram overcomes the internal pressure of the low-density
shell where the shock moves inward.5
This instability is a generalization of the classic Rayleigh-
Taylor instability, with the shock replacing the interface
between the two Ñuids, and the accretion ram force repla-
cing the hydrostatic force of the upper, denser Ñuid. In con-
trast to the usual Rayleigh-Taylor criterion, instability is
possible even if the Ñuid upstream of the shock is less dense
than the Ñuid below the shock. A simple criterion for mar-
ginal stability, which includes the e†ects of compressibility
in the Ñuid below the shock, may be obtained as follows.
The shocked Ñuid is approximated as a thin shell adjacent
to the shock (Fig. 2). The thickness of the shocked shell
depends on the e†ectiveness with which high-wavenumber
Rayleigh-Taylor modes allow the shocked Ñuid to pass
through the lighter Ñuid below. Thus, the dynamics may be
divided into two regimes : the thin-shell regime, where the




B1@2 \ 4no1Rsh3 P Rsh3@2 ; (68)
and the thick-shell regime, where is much larger thanMshM3 sh.The perturbation to the pressure at the outer bound-dP
Mary of the low-density bubble (immediately below the
5 The component of the accretion velocity perpendicular to the shock is
Ðrst order in but only second order in the angular gradientdRsh dRsh/dh \[dRsh tan h.
FIG. 2.ÈA region of low-density M-Ñuid sandwiched between a failed accretion shock and the neutron core. A thin layer of shocked material drains into
dense Rayleigh-Taylor Ðlaments, which, in turn, feed the deleptonizing atmosphere of the neutron core.









































The Ðrst term, is related directly to the acceler-dP
M















One must be careful to distinguish the density in theo
Mlow-density bubble from the density immediately belowo2the accretion shock (eq. [8]).
All the perturbed variables are given a harmonic time
dependence e~iut. At marginal stability, u\ 0 and equation
(71) implies that vanishes.6 Combining equationsdP
M
















In the thin-shell regime this critical density is(Msh ^ 0),about a factor of 2 smaller than the density immediately
below a spherical accretion shock (taking into account the
increase in the compression ratio because of photo-
dissociation ; eq. [5]). However, instability probably
requires a larger density contrast than implied by equation
(72) : the infalling Rayleigh-Taylor Ðngers of shocked Ñuid
must Ðll a small fraction of the volume in order to have a
negligible e†ect on the stratiÐcation of the low-density Ñuid.
Strong instability at low-order spherical harmonics
requires that the shock remain quasi-static. An expanding
shock exhibits Rayleigh-Taylor modes but only at higher
orders. Examples include the outer boundary of a pulsar-
driven bubble that expands through a wind with a steep
density proÐle (Jun 1998) and the contact discontinuity
separating a heavy shell of supernova ejecta from a deceler-
ating forward shock (Chevalier, Blondin, & Emmering
1992). In a decelerating supernova shell, the ram pressure of
the ejecta passing through the reverse shock increases with
the distance upstream of the reverse shock (e.g., toward the
center of the explosion). In that situation, our analysis
implies stability at low-order harmonics.
The growth rate away from marginal stability is derived
in the Appendix in two regimes. In the thin-shell regime, the





vanish at radius at marginal stability.Rsh










































for l? 1. By contrast, the system is guaranteed to be far






[1] 4l(l] 1)]1@2] 1
2
. (75)
This frequency is imaginary for all positive values of l.
4.4. Equilibrium Shape of the Shock
The equilibrium shape of the shock is easily calculated
when and the pressure takes a constant valuel
P
?R P
Minside the Rayleigh-Taylor plume of M-Ñuid. The material
below the shock remains in hydrostatic equilibrium as long
as the outer radius of the shock is smaller than in equa-R





close to unity, shocked material accumulating above the
lower density bubble descends in narrow, Rayleigh-Taylor
spikes that Ðll only a fraction DR~1 of the volume. The
shape of the shock is then expected to be insensitive to the
spatial distribution of the dense, shocked material. Conser-
vation of the Ñow of momentum perpendicular to the shock
constrains the inclination angle a between the shock normal
and the radial direction (Fig. 3),










The radius of the shock varies with polar angle h (where









This solution collapses to small radius at h \ n/5.
The volume of low-density M-Ñuid is bounded below by
a hydrostatically supported and quasi-spherical atmo-
sphere. The solution from equation (77) must therefore join
smoothly with a nearly spherical shock, at a radius Rsphereclose to the position of the failed bounce shock. Because the
accretion ram decreases with radius as R~5@2, the internal
pressure can balance the accretion ram both at the outer
shock radius and the inner shock radius only ifR
M
Rspherethe region below the base of the M-Ñuid (at isR\Rbase)strongly stratiÐed. A natural choice is the adiabatic proÐle
P(R) P R~4 from out to since neutrino heatingRsphere Rbaseis rapid enough to force convective motions from the gain
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FIG. 3.ÈA large volume of M-Ñuid forces an asymmetric Rayleigh-
Taylor extension of the accretion shock from a minimum radius Rsphere(the original radius of the failed shock) out to a maximum radius TheR
M
.
accretion Ñow outside the shock converges spherically on the neutron core
(toward the center of the circle of radius The M-Ñuid betweenRsphere).radius and radius has a higher entropy than the atmosphereRbase RMbelow Both zones are assumed to be spherically stratiÐed and adia-Rbase.batic, with the lower zone being a continuous upward extension of the
convective atmosphere below radius Rsphere.






This integrates to give
A Rsh
Rsphere





where is the polar angle at which the shock reacheshsphereradius At radius (angle this equationRsphere. Rbase hbase),matches onto equation (77).










As a result, the angles and are related byhsphere hbaseor, equivalently,cos [5/2(hbase)]\ cos [3/2(hsphere[ hbase)]
hsphere\ 83 hbase . (81)
Combining this equation with equations (77) and (79) gives






















The interior of the plume will, more realistically, be strati-
Ðed. Neutrino heating at its base is strong enough to drive
convection (° 2.3), as is observed in numerical models of
spherical, neutrino-heated shocks (Herant et al. 1992 ; BHF;
JM96). The entropy is high enough that radiation and pairs
dominate the pressure. Approximating the adiabatic index7





















at constant entropy. Substituting equation (76) at R\R

















An upper bound to the M-Ñuid density at radius isR

















(Rsphere> RM) . (86)
Thus, the density contrast between the M-Ñuid and the
shocked accretion Ñow is guaranteed to be high. The lower






























) omax.The proÐle of the shock bounding the Rayleigh-Taylor
plume is shown in Figure 4 for various values of








) omax.maximum value, the shock wraps almost 180¡ around the
star before meeting the spherical shock segment at radius
Note that the accretion Ñow near the base of theRsphere.shock (radius is strongly sheared.Rsphere)The entropy of the plume is higher than the entropy of






























Here, RD 10 is the compression ratio across the shock at
radius and we make use of theRsphere, o2 \Ro1(Rsphere),asymptotic form of equation (86) appropriate to small
When there is a radialRsphere/RM. oM(RM) \ oM(RM) omaxentropy jump at radius which permits the upwardRbase,passage of low-density M-Ñuid, but not weakly magnetized
Ñuid.
4.5. Stability of an Asymmetric Accretion Shock
A static, spherical shock sitting in an accretion Ñow
su†ers from a global Rayleigh-Taylor mode, if the volume
below the shock is dominated by a Ñuid of density o
M
[
(eq. [72]). In pressure equilibrium, the (radiation)12Ro1entropy of this low-density Ñuid exceeds the entropy imme-
7 Dissociation of a-particles at T D 1 MeV causes the largest departure
from constant c.
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FIG. 4.ÈShape of a quasi-static accretion shock surrounding a spher-
ically stratiÐed and isentropic plume of low-density M-Ñuid (eqs. [77],
[79]). The various shapes correspond to di†erent M-Ñuid densities
(entropies), with the outermost curve having the largest density.
diately below the shock by a factor The existence ofZ2.
asymmetric, static shock solutions at lower entropies begs









) omaxTaylor plume is very extended the entropy(R
M
?Rsphere),of the M-Ñuid is far higher than the entropy of the Ñuid that
is shocked near the outer radius and its density is farR
M
;
lower (eq. [86]). If the shock were to relax to a spherical
shape while maintaining pressure balance with the accre-
tion ram, it would lie far outside the original stall radius
It would still be unstable according to the criterionRsphere.in equation (72). This indicates that an asymmetric
Rayleigh-Taylor plume will maintain itself at a lower
entropy than is required for its formation, after the plume
has expanded to R
M
?Rsphere.Another simple argument suggests that this Rayleigh-
Taylor plume is stable to division into smaller units. Indi-
vidual bubbles of angular size are swept back by*)
M
\ 1
the accretion Ñow (eq. [36]). The energy accumulated by the






Direct neutrino cooling of the M-Ñuid becomes less e†ec-
tive as the Rayleigh-Taylor plume grows. By contrast, the
energy input from below remains approximately constant
(assuming an unimpeded accretion Ñow in the hemisphere
opposite to the plume). The temperature of the M-Ñuid



















This scaling presupposes that cooling is dominated by eB
capture and that the mass of the plume is conserved. If,
instead, remains a constant fraction of the local densityo






3@2 Q0 eB P R
M
~9@4.
5. IMPLICATIONS FOR PULSAR ROTATION AND PROPER
MOTIONS
The distribution of initial spin periods of isolated neutron
stars is not yet well determined. Nonetheless, the distribu-
tion of measured spins of neutron stars that are associated
with supernova remnants yr) is strongly bimodal.(tSNR \ 104The measured values are either less than D0.1 s (radio
pulsars ; e.g., Kulkarni 1992) ; or greater than D5 s
(candidate ““ magnetars ÏÏ such as the Soft Gamma Repeater
and Anomalous X-ray Pulsar sources ; e.g., Frail 1998).
Selection e†ects could severely limit the detectability of
neutron stars of intermediate spin periods since they are
expected to be both weaker radio sources and (in the mag-
netar model) weaker X-ray sources caused by lower mag-
netic dissipation. These facts are, nonetheless, consistent
with the hypothesis that all neutron stars are born rapidly
rotating (P\ 0.1 s), if one accepts the further theoretical
postulate that magnetars are formed as the result of large-
scale, helical dynamo action at initial spin periods in the
millisecond range (DT92). Such a high frequency of rapid
initial spin rates is puzzling at Ðrst sight and surely provides
an important clue to the supernova mechanism.
The distribution of (three-dimensional) proper motions
averages D400È500 km s~1, according to Lyne & Lorimer
(1994). A lower mean proper motion of 250È300 km s~1 was
deduced by Hansen & Phinney (1997) as the result of an
apparent correlation between observed proper motion and
radio luminosity. Cordes & Cherno† (1998) found a similar
result to Lyne & Lorimer, but their analysis strongly favors
at least two components to the velocity distribution, one of
which dominates the pulsar population and has a lower
mean proper motion of D300 km s~1. Fryer, Burrows, &
Benz considered both binary neutron star systems and iso-
lated pulsars and found a mean proper motion of 400È500
km s~1. There is evidence that two soft gamma repeaters
(SGR 0526[66 and SGR 1900]14) have large proper
motions of the order of 1000 km s~1 (DT92 ; Vasisht et al.
1994 ; Kouveliotou et al. 1999), but it is premature to say
that this is a general characteristic of highly magnetized
neutron stars. SGR 1806[20 may either be bound gravita-
tionally to a highly luminous Be/LBV star (Van Kerkwijk et
al. 1995) or be unbound but have a relatively small proper
motion of D100 km s~1 (Hurley et al. 1999). The best-
studied anomalous X-ray pulsar 1E 2259]586 lies fairly
close to the center of the associated SNR CTB 109 (e.g.,
Fahlman & Gregory 1981), as does 1E 1841[045 relative
to Kes 73 (Gotthelf & Vasisht 1997). Further evidence for
diversity comes from the detection of radio pulsars with
ordinary magnetic dipole Ðelds and with proper motions
approaching 1000 km s~1 (Frail & Kulkarni 1991 ; Lyne &
Lorimer 1994). Large proper motions are not obviously tied
to strong magnetism, which suggests that more than one
physical mechanism may contribute to neutron star proper
motions.
The high proper motions of radio pulsars have been
ascribed (1) to asymmetries in the precollapse core
(Goldreich & Weber 1980) ; (2) to large-scale convective
motions in between the l-sphere and the shock (Janka &
Mueller 1994 ; Burrows & Hayes 1996) ; or (3) to asymmetric
neutrino emission, driven directly by convective stresses
(Woosley 1987), by magnetic stresses ampliÐed by convec-
tion (TD93) or by asymmetric neutrino absorption and
scattering caused by spin polarization (Arras & Lai 1999,
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and references therein).Magnetic dipole radiation from an
o†-centered dipole (Harrison & Tademaru 1975) requires
very rapid initial rotation (PD 1 ms), but an asymmetric
matter-loaded jet from a rotating neutron star should be a
more e†ective source of linear momentum (DT92). Such a
jet could be driven by transient accretion through a disk.
There are fewer theoretical models for neutron star rota-
tion and they are less well developed. Burrows & Hayes
(1996) speculated that large-scale convective plumes might
be responsible for generating both rotation and kicks ;
Phinney & Spruit (1998) recently suggested that o†-center
neutrino kicks imparted at the contracting l-sphere might
play a similar role. An argument against models in which
pulsar rotation is driven by torques acting at small radii
comes from the inference that the initial rotational kinetic
energy ms)~2 ergs must exceed the trans-Erot D 1050(Pns/10lational kinetic energy 1048(V /300 km s~1)2 ergs by 1 to 2
orders of magnitude in several radio pulsars. This large
rotational kinetic energy is naturally acquired from torques
acting near the outer boundary of the collapsing core. It is
difficult to understand how o†-center neutrino kicks could
result in a much larger rotational kinetic energy, as sug-
gested recently by Hansen (1999).
The relative merits of these scenarios deserve some
comment. Hydrodynamical stresses alone appear insuffi-
cient to induce the required dipole asymmetry in the neu-
trino Ñux. The convection zone inside the forming neutron
star is surrounded by an extended, stably stratiÐed layer.
The convective Mach number does not exceed MconD 0.1(KJM), which implies a fractional anisotropy Mcon2 D 10~2in the neutrino Ñux. Symmetry breaking is more easily
achieved via hydromagnetic stresses. A direct scaling to
rapidly rotating M-dwarfs (which have deep convective
zones and develop large, long-lived polar magnetic spots :
Vogt 1988) suggests that neutron stars with initial spin
periods of a few milliseconds will develop polar magnetic
spots that coherently modulate the neutrino Ñux over many
rotation periods (DT92). Suppose that the dipole magnetic
Ñux is concentrated in asymmetric polar spots of solid angle
and Ñux density (which cor-*)spot B2/4n DBsat2 /4n 4 oV con2respond to G). The linearBsat D 1016(o/onuc)1@2Vcon8momentum acquired by the neutron star after it has radi-










Here is the coherence time of the spot in units ofqspot/qKHthe Kelvin timescale of the neutron star. The dipole Ðeld8

























8 Averaged over the surface of the neutron star.
The dipole Ðeld remaining in the star after the convective
motions turn o† could be lower than this bound. In com-
parison, kick models involving asymmetric neutrino emis-
sion driven by weak parity violation require a much
stronger dipole Ðeld (D1016 G according to the latest calcu-
lation by Arras & Lai 1999).
All these mechanisms for generating rotation and kicks
are based on some intrinsic property of the supernova core,
such as vigorous convection, or a high neutrino Ñux ; but
each is tied only indirectly to the supernova mechanism
itself. Because rapid rotation and large proper motions
appear to be fairly generic properties of young neutron
stars, it would be more satisfying if the supernova mecha-
nism made this connection more directly. With this goal in
mind, we now consider the response of the outer part of the
collapsing core to an asymmetric Rayleigh-Taylor expan-
sion of the accretion shock.
A spherical shell of low-density Ñuid, sandwiched
between the central neutron core and the accretion shock,
represents a valid solution to the equation of hydrostatic
equilibrium. This solution is, however, unstable to an asym-
metric, sideways displacement of the shell. The equilibrium
shape of the resulting Rayleigh-Taylor plume, enveloped by
a quasi-static accretion shock, was calculated in ° 4.3. This
calculation ceases to be valid after the plume reaches the
radius (eq. [67]) and heating is too rapid for the shockRexpto remain quasi-static. Outside this radius, which lies
slightly interior to the position of the rarefaction waveR
R(eq. [57]), the shock begins to run. The net result is an
o†-center explosion.
According to NewtonÏs third law, material initially at rest
with respect to the neutron core imparts no net momentum
after falling in ballistically. The exchange of momentum
between an expanding aspherical shock and the central core
thus depends, crucially, on the initial velocity of the infalling
material with respect to the core. It will be assumed that the
pre-supernova core is initially spherical, so that the velocity
relative to the neutron core vanishes before the shock
reaches the rarefaction wave. Burrows & Hayes (1996) have
considered a more extreme situation where the supernova
shock propagates through a core that is, ab initio, missing
material in one direction. They obtain kick velocities
approaching 1000 km s~1.
The kick is dominated by the last material to be captured
by the core before the shock assumes an almost spherical
shape.9 The initial infall velocity relative to the core can be
estimated by assuming that the collapse is delayed for a
time comparable to the infall time of the unperturbed core








Integrating the gravitational pull of this uncollapsed
material over the hemisphere 0 ¹ h ¹ n/2 opposite to the














9 Late infall triggered by the partial reÑection of the shock o† density
discontinuities in the outer core (e.g., Chevalier 1989) contributes little to
the kick because the speciÐc gravitational binding energy is small where
the shock reÑects.
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km s~1 . (95)
Note the relatively weak dependence on A kick veloc-Rexp.ity approaching 1000 km s~1 requires a dense core,
M[ 1032 g cm~3. This suggests that in some magnetars
with very large proper motions, such as the soft gamma
repeaters 1900]14 and 0526[66, an additional physical
mechanism (such as neutrino starspots ; eq. [92]) contrib-
utes to the kick.
The existence of a net circulation,
!4
Q
V Æ dl , (96)
about the neutron core requires that the expanding
Rayleigh-Taylor plume depart from axial symmetry. To this
end, consider the motion of the Rayleigh-Taylor spikes of
core material near the outer boundary of the plume. These
spikes descend through the lower density M-Ñuid at nearly
the free-fall speed when the Atwood number (o [ o
M
)/
is close to unity (Alon et al. 1994). The pressure(o] o
M
)
stratiÐcation in the plume gives a characteristic angular
spacing (The spacing is even*)spikeD (lP/R)2 D 1/16.larger, in two-dimensional simulations of*)spikeD 1,neutrino-driven convection ; JM96.) The spikes are deÑected
from the radial direction by an angle dh, and their speciÐc
angular momentum is Assuming the(2GMcoreRexp)1@2dh.angular momenta of individual spikes to be randomly




















The infalling material is guaranteed to form a quasi-




D 8 ] 10~2 . (99)
This lower bound is conservative : if the angular momentum
is distributed inhomogeneously through the collapsing
material, then a disk forms at lower average rotation rates.
This is the case if the infalling material is heated sufficiently
to become hydrostatically supported and undergoes a bar
instability before its outer portions collapse to the surface of
the newly formed neutron star. We consider the interaction
of such a disk with the rapidly rotating neutron star in the
next section.
What deserves to be emphasized here, despite the uncer-
tainty in this estimate, is that the net circulation in equation
(98) exceeds the value needed to generate the spins of young,




















When exceeds the value in equation (99), the spinerotangular momentum can be directly related (eq. [95]) to the
mass of centrifugally supported material (Chevalier*Mrot1989). While fallback continues, and for some time there-
after, the accretion Ñow through the disk maintains a strong
enough ram to reach the surface of the starÈeven in the
extreme case where the dipole magnetic Ðeld is ampliÐed by
internal convective motions to D1015 G. The speciÐc
angular momentum of the accreted material is
and the increase in the spin angular momen-(GMnsRns)1@2,tum of the star is
Ins*)\ *Mrot JGMnsRns . (102)











6. FURTHER OBSERVATIONAL CONSEQUENCES
6.1. Implications for Shock Nucleosynthesis
Observations of the synthesis of 56Ni and other iron-
group elements provide important clues to the development
of the supernova shock. The total amount of 56Ni synthe-
sized (as measured through its decay to 56Co and 56Fe)
constrains the position of the cut between ejected and col-
lapsed mass (WW95; Thielemann et al. 1996). One deduces
M(56Ni)D 0.075 for SN 1987a and several other TypeM
_II/Ib SNe (Arnett et al. 1989 ; Young, Baron, & Branch
1995 ; Clocchiatti & Wheeler 1997), with much lower masses
inferred for a few others (e.g., M(56Ni)D 0.002 for SNM
_1997D; Turatto et al. 1998). The amount of 56Ni synthe-
sized relative to 54Fe, 57Co, and 58Ni is a sensitive probe of





isotopes (and their decay products) suggest that *Y
n
[
5 ] 10~3 in the parts of core-collapse supernovae under-
going explosive nucleosynthesis. In this regard, the accumu-
lation of low-density M-Ñuid below the shock (°° 4.2, 4.3,
4.4) has two beneÐcial e†ects : it reduces the ejected mass of
neutronized material (for a Ðxed energy) ; and it reduces the
electron degeneracy in the ejected material, thus raising the
rate of e` captures relative to e~ captures.
The largest contribution to comes from buoyant*Y
nmaterial that rises upward from the gain region (near the
radius of the original stalled shock). At this small aRshockradius, a-particles are entirely dissociated (eq. [9]), the elec-
trons in the shocked material are nondegenerate, and the
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equilibrium neutron excess is determined by a balance
between absorption on protons and absorption onl6
e
l





CL leSeleT [ L l6 eSel6 eT
L leSeleT ] L l6 eSel6 eT
D
^ 0.025 . (104)
The M-Ñuid has an even higher entropy and lower neutron
excess than the surrounding Ñuid. The pressure in radiation
(and pairs) is related to the accretion ram by P
eB
] Pc \where b \11/4(aT 24)^ (1 ] b)~1[o1 V 12](Rsphere),and the postshock temperature is givenB2/8n(P
eB




































per baryon. By contrast, simulations of successful neutrino-
driven shocks show that the convective material has much
larger because it is advected upward from layers where*Y
nthe electrons are mildly degenerate.
An estimate of the mass M(n [ rich) of (slightly) neutron-
rich material injected into the Rayleigh-Taylor plume is
obtained by relating M(n [ rich) to the energy ejectedE0into the plume. Because the expanding plume does work on
the accretion Ñow, and only a fraction of this work isd
Mreturned to it (° 4.2), is larger by a factor thanE0 1 ] 2dMthe energy E received by the shock. The energy per baryon










so the ejected mass is






























When this slightly neutron-rich material is ejected and
mixed with core material composed of a-rich nuclei (*Y
n
\







M(ejecta)] M(a [ rich)
^ 1 ] 10~3 (108)





The ejected mass of 56Ni is reduced by the reverse shocks
that form where the supernova shock crosses the Si/O and
He/H interfaces (WW95; Janka & 1995). WithoutMu ller
this e†ect, M(56Ni) may be a few times too large. The
amount of material undergoing complete Si burning
(T [ 4 ] 109 K) is directly related to the mass parameter
M in the density proÐle of the outer collapsing core and is,
in order of magnitude, M(56Ni)D 4nM\ 0.2(M31/3) M_.If the shock is powered by asymmetric accretion, it con-
tinues to gain energy after reaching the position of the
rarefaction wave. As a result, it will have less energy than
D1051 ergs when the temperature drops to T \ 4 ] 109 K.
However, the enclosed mass grows slowly with radius in
this part of the collapsing core, and the mass of synthesized
56Ni is probably not much reduced below the calculations
for fast, neutrino-heated shocks.
Finally it should be noted that the mass of ejected, slight-
ly neutron-rich material is far in excess of the estimated
mass of D10~5 in r-process material per supernovaM
_(Woosley & Ho†man 1992). Its entropy is probably too
small to maintain a large neutron excess (eq. [105]) as the
temperature falls below D1 MeV.
6.2. Remnant Magnetic Fields in the Supernova Ejecta
These considerations also strongly limit direct ejection of
hot, magnetized material from the supernova core. As the
shock expands through the stellar core, it decelerates where
the mass per logarithm of radius [4no(R)R3] increases with
radius. These zones are situated outside the helium/
hydrogen interface and next to compositional discontin-
uities in the core (WW95). When the shock decelerates,
magnetized Ñuid falls behind and is buried by the freshly
shocked stellar material. Only strongly collimated, rela-
tivistic material will be able to punch through the stellar
envelope (see MacFadyen & Woosley 1999 ; Khokhlov et al.
1999), and only then if the progenitor is relatively compact.
The magnetic Ðeld interior to the expanding shock will,
nonetheless, be advected outward. It is potentially observ-
able in the supernova remnant. If the shock succeeds,
when the magnetic energy accumulated inside the rare-
faction wave (radius eq. [57]) reaches a critical value,R
R
;











3 \E . (109)
As the shock decelerates inside the supernova core, and a
reverse shock forms inside it, the M-Ñuid may become
trapped inside the reverse shock. Nonetheless, the successful
ejection of r-process material during the last stages of neu-
trino heating provides direct evidence that buoyancy forces
allow some of this material (which has a higher mass and a
lower entropy than the r-process material ; ° 6.1) to rise past
the reverse shock and be ejected.







where is the asymptotic speed of the inner edge of theVejunbound material. Combining equations (57), (109), and
(110), we obtain
















10 We neglect the core-binding energy in the simple estimate that
follows.
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Here is the time at which the shock passes the rarefac-texption wave.
It is also useful to compare this passively advected mag-
netic Ðeld with the Ðeld injected into the supernova remnant
by a rapidly rotating pulsar (the spindown luminosity of
which is assumed to remain constant at early times). This






] L psr , (112)
which yields A direct comparison with theE
B
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APPENDIX
Our main goal in this appendix is to address the stability of a spherical accretion shock that surrounds a volume of
low-density and high-entropy Ñuid (labeled M). We calculate the dispersion relations from equations (73), (74) and (75) for
long-wavelength perturbations of the shock (and the thin shell of dense, shocked Ñuid sitting just below it).
We Ðrst consider the thin-shell regime, where the mass of the thin shell of shocked Ñuid is much less than in equationMsh(68). We focus on the contribution of the acceleration of the shock to the pressure perturbation just below theL2(dR
S
)/Lt2 dP


















































































R2 \ 0 . (A6)
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where





(![ 1)2 ] 4l(l] 1) .
(A10)
For !\ 4/3 and l\ 1, this is
a \ [2 ] J3 ; (A11)
whereas for large l,
a ^ l[ !
2(![ 1) . (A12)




























This equation yields equations (73) and (74).
Now let us turn to the thick-shell much greater than in equation (68)Èwhere the inertia limiting theregimeÈMshdisplacement of the shock is dominated by the shell of shocked Ñuid. The equations governing the surface density p and
nonradial velocity of the shell are easily modiÐed from those presented in Vishniac (1983) to include the additionalV

























































In the thick-shell regime, and these equations simplify. The second to last term on the right-hand side of equationp ? o1Rsh,(A18) is smaller than the last term by a factor D1/R and can also be ignored. We then obtain the following simple equations












































with the solution in equation (75).
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